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 Among current designers presented are Vera Wang, Roberto Cavalli, Luella Bartley, Zac Posen, Roland
Mouret and Viktor and RoIf. Published in association with Vogue magazine, Vogue Style is the definitive
design bible for everyone interested in the past, present and potential of fashion. It requires a fresh look at
fashion background, charting the evolution from corsets to 21st-century developments. This stylish
publication chronicles all of the significant designers, advancements and movements greater than a hundred
years of fashion -- from the 1920s flapper through the battle years, from Christian Dior's New Turn to the
Swinging Sixties, from New Romanticism to punk to postmillenium styles.Comprehensive and lavishly
illustrated -- a who's who of fashion. Vogue Fashion is an educational and inspirational look at how style
reflects and projects interpersonal mores and individual ideals. Illustrated with many eye-catching archival
pictures, Vogue Fashion also features the task of the photographers who have helped immortalize seminal
style moments. An A to Z section highlights over 250 of the greatest designers ever -- the women and men
who've inspired, created and changed the course of fashion.
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Great Thanks A great read for future fashion college students.. I did not like that it didn't go in-depth about
the designers Five Stars Great referrence guide to fashion Great for anyone who loves fashion I love fashion
and I enjoy see how design and fashion changed and evolved throughout the years. The pictures and
photographs are great in this and you will learn some new factors you didn't find out about fashion. A
developer must have Five Stars Informative. My daughter will end up being majoring in Style/Costume
Design which will probably be agreat resource book for her. Good Book Worthwhile Love this Book!an
excellent collection of designers in a single book. The photos of varying eras and sketches are exciting and
helpful. My one complaint is definitely that the book is not larger as my older eyes involve some work to do
reading the smaller type. I would have enjoyed this more if it turned out at least an 8X10 size. Still there is a
wealth of info in the reserve that I'm enjoying. Designer Must Have Thoroughly enjoyed the articles & loved
the photographs. It was easy to read.. Five Stars good Good Overall Insurance of the Fashions I am not
finished scanning this book however but am pleased up to now with the info. Vogue did an excellent work
with this, and I would definitely recommend this reserve to anyone.
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